This paper discusses the voice and audio quality characteristics of the EVS, the recently standardized 3GPP Enhanced Voice Services codec. Especially frame erasure conditions with and without channel aware mode were evaluated. The test consisted of two extended range MOS listening tests. The tests contained both clean and noisy speech in clean channel as well as with four frame erasure rates (5%, 10%, 20% and 30%) for selected codecs and bitrates. In addition to subjective test results some additional objective results are presented. The results show that EVS channel aware mode performs better than EVS native mode in high FER rates. For comparison also AMR, AMR-WB and Opus codecs were included to the listening tests.
Introduction to EVS
The EVS codec supports four input and output sampling rates (8, 16, 32 , and 48 kHz). There are also twelve bitrates ranging from 5.9 kbit/s to 128 kbit/s. The 5.9 kbit/s mode uses VBR (Variable BitRate) with discontinuous transmission (DTX) always enabled [1] . All other bitrates are CBR (Constant BitRate) [2] . Audio and speech coding modes are switched internally in realtime by the EVS codec depending on the input signal characteristics. The EVS codec is designed to be inherently robust to channel errors [3] . Further information about the EVS codec can be found from specification, and ICASSP and GlobalSIP special session papers [4] [5] [6] [7] .
There are several different coding modes that help with robustness to frame erasures. There is for example a specific transition mode that codes speech and audio onsets so that individual lost frames do not adversely affect audio quality [8] . For tonal music and stable speech vowels there are separate coding modes that handle these type of stable segments very well in case of frame loss [9] . Global gains are used independently from the previous frames in order to reduce error propagation [10] . LSF spectral coefficients are coded with a vector quantizer that takes into account possible lost frames by inserting non-predictive frames at most critical places [11] [12] . Additional information about native EVS packet loss concealment (PLC) can be found in [13] and the EVS standard [14] .
EVS Channel Aware Mode
In addition to the EVS native mode, EVS contains a specific Channel Aware (CA) mode [15] [16] (Chapter 5). The CA mode is meant to be used in IP based best effort networks such as VoIP, VoWifi and VoLTE, where speech frames could be delayed or be lost totally in transmission. Additional error resilience is achieved using a form of in-band Forward Error Correction (FEC). In case of delayed or lost packet EVS-CA mode uses partially coded frames embedded to the EVS bitstream to conceal the lost frames with less artifacts. This requires a novel usage of jitter buffer [17] . Naturally partial redundant frames reduce the full rate bitrate somewhat. Depending on the criticality of the frame, the partial redundancy is dynamically enabled or disabled for a particular frame, while keeping a fixed bit budget of 13.2 kbit/s. The amount of redundant information varies frame by frame and ranges from 0 to 3.6 kbit/s. Source-controlled coding techniques are used to identify candidate speech frames for bitrate reduction, leaving spare bits for transmission of partial copies of prior frames such that a constant bit rate is maintained and very little clean channel quality is lost. This CA functionality is specified only for 13.2 kbit/s wideband (WB) and superwideband (SWB) modes with or without DTX. All other bitrates and signal bandwidths use standard PLC defined in [14] .
CA Mode Details
The difference in time units (in EVS case the frame length is 20 ms) between the transmit time of the primary copy of a frame and the transmit time of the redundant copy of the frame (piggy backed onto a future frame) is called the FEC offset. If the depth of the jitter buffer at any given time is at least equal to the FEC offset, then it is possible that the future frame is available in the de-jitter buffer at the current time instance. The FEC offset is a configurable parameter at the encoder and it can be dynamically adjusted depending on the network conditions and it is sent in the bitstream with 2 bits. Allowed values are 2, 3, 5 or 7. In general the FEC offset should be longer for a very erroneous channel and shorter for a good channel.
In addition there is a frame erasure rate indicator in the encoder having the following values: low for FER rates less than 5% or high for FER higher than 5%. The high setting adjusts the criticality threshold to classify more frames as critical to transmit redundant information as compared to the low setting.
The defaults for the encoder are high and FEC offset = 3. Redundant frame type is signaled with 3 bits (NO DATA, TCXFD, TCXTD1, TCXTD2, ALLPRED, NOPRED, GEN-PRED, and NELP) and is included in the bit stream for every redundant copy containing frame.
Description of the Listening Test
Latest version of each codec as of February 2016 was used for test processing.
Extended Range ACR 9-Scale Method
A modified version of the ACR mean opinion score (MOS) method [24] was used for the multi-bandwidth listening test [25] . The MOS scale was extended to be 9 categories wide in order to get more accurate results with relatively high quality and wider than narrowband or wideband bandwidth speech and audio signals [26] . Only the extreme categories were defined with verbal description: 1 "Very bad" and 9 "Excellent". The assessment is not free sliding, but nine different values still provide the listener more ways to discriminate the samples than five. For example using a seven scale ACR was found out to give more accurate results than five scale assessment in an independent study [27] . By coincidence test results with narrowband characteristics often hit the traditional MOS range of 1-5 [28] [29] . The listening test procedure and result description is similar to that used for speech codec evaluations in [30] , and [31] . Objective POLQA and WB-PESQ results correlate quite well with 9-scale subjective MOS scores [32] .
Listeners and Samples
There were a total of 24 listeners in both listening tests. All of them were naive and most younger than 20 years old. Each listener listened to all conditions with eight different samples from eight different voice sample categories. The sample categories are described in Table 1 . Each condition received a total of 192 votes. Samples were listened with Sennheiser HD-650 headphones. Diotic listening was conducted for improved accuracy. Separate isolated listening booths were used for listening [33] . The original voice samples were recorded at 48kHz in a quiet studio environment. Office, car and street noises and background music level was set to -15 dBOv. The music sample originates from a regular CD and it was upsampled to 48kHz with a high quality resampling program [34] . All sample sequences were six to seven seconds long containing a sentence pair. The full list of tested sample types can be seen in Table 1 .
Test conditions
In addition to the EVS-CA mode, EVS native mode, Opus and a selection of older 3GPP coded samples were included to the test for comparison reasons (Table 3) . Additional references were bandwidth limited signals, created using ITU-Tools [35] , as well as MNRU noise worsened samples [36] [37] . The reference signal list can be seen in 
Channel aware mode configuration
According to the EVS specification [16] , the CA mode configuration should be adapted to the channel conditions. Thus we tested the EVS-CA mode so that in lower frame erasure rates, the redundant frame (RF) indicator was set to low and FEC offset was set to values 2,3 or 5. With increasing frame erasure rate the FEC offset was increased (5 and 7) and for FER rates 20 % and 30 % the RF indicator was set to high. Full set of configurations can be seen in Table 4 .
Frame erasure rate RF indicator FEC offset 0 % low 2 5 % low 3 10 % low 5 20 % high 5 30 % high 7 Table 4 : EVS-CA mode tested configurations
Listening test results
Codec and or reference conditions are collected to a X-Y line graph, where bullets point to individual MOS results and a line connects the bullets, when FER scalability can be seen (e.g. Figure 1 ). On the left y-axis of the table the ACR9 MOS scale is shown. On the bottom x-axis the FER rate is shown. All results are represented on a linear scale. The colors and markers of individual codecs are kept consistent over different graphs. Traditional bar graphs with confidence intervals are also presented for overall results in Figure 3 . The 95% confidence interval in this listening test was around 0.2. Thus any difference larger than 0.2 can be considered statistically significant. Results in Figure 1 show that the CA mode works as expected. In clean channel or at low FER rate EVS-CA is statis-tically equivalent to EVS native mode both in wideband and superwideband. Especially at high FER rates of over 10 % the CA mode improves subjective voice quality significantly. Notably, the AMR-WB codec performs quite poorly with increasing FER rate, although it shows good performance in clean channel. Opus 13.2 kbit/s is significantly worse than AMR-WB 12.65 kbit/s mainly due to reduced bandwidth (6 kHz compared to over 7 kHz of the AMR-WB) in clean channel. At FER rates higher than 10 % Opus is better than AMR-WB 12.65 kbit/s. However, even native mode EVS-WB is significantly better in all different FER rates than Opus at the same bitrate. EVS-CA mode is more than 1.1 MOS points better than Opus at all FER rates. [30] . The similar FER robustness shows that both Opus and EVS-FB 24.4 kbit/s have something to improve since even EVS-WB 13.2 kbit/s is working better than either of these fullband codecs in 20 % and 30 % FER. The reason for this relatively poor performance is likely the artifacts caused by the on/off-nature of the high frequency excitation, which sounds a bit disturbing. The more stable narrower bandwidth probably would benefit the overall voice quality in noisy channel for both fullband codecs.
When we subtract selected codec results from the EVS-CA mode results we get Figure 2 , where NB/WB conditions and SWB/FB conditions are shown in upper and lower figures respectively. As can be seen in both figures, the EVS-CA mode is statistically significantly better than any of the reference codecs in NB/WB at FER rates starting at 10 % and in SWB/FB starting at around 15 %.
Objective test results
In addition to the subjective listening test, objective measurements were conducted with P.863 a.k.a POLQA [38] . Recommendation ITU-T P.863 describes an objective method for predicting overall listening speech quality from narrowband to superwideband telecommunication scenarios as perceived by the user in an absolute category rating (ACR) listening-only test [39] . The superwideband mode of POLQA was used, providing predicted scores on a MOS ACR superwideband scale for multi-bandwidth scenarios. The maximum objective MOS-LQO swb score is 4.75. POLQA enables fast processing of large amount of files, making it possible to assess the performance of codecs in more conditions than possible in a subjective test.
Comparison between objective POLQA and subjective listening test results
The same speech samples that were used in the listening test were processed with the objective processing device POLQA. The fullband conditions were omitted as POLQA does not support it. It can be seen in Table 5 that POLQA ranks the 0 % FER conditions almost in the same order as the listeners in the performed listening test. There are some differences however. For example POLQA ranks AMR-WB 23.85 kbit/s as better than EVS-SWB CA 13.2 kbit/s, whereas in the subjective test it is vice versa. Also EVS-NB 8.0 kbit/s is significantly worse than AMR-NB 12.2 kbit/s in the objective measurement, whereas in the listening test they were scored equally. Table 5 : Subjective MOS vs. objective MOS-LQO swb at 0 % FER Moreover, it seems that POLQA is not able to predict differences in audio bandwidth as in the subjective test. POLQA scores the WB and 10 kHz limited reference conditions equally, while there is a clear difference in subjective scores. POLQA also scores most of the wideband and superwideband conditions similarly, while there is a difference of over 0.7 MOS in the subjective test. The Opus 13.2 kbit/s mediumband codec is scored equally to EVS-WB CA 13.2 kbit/s, while there is a difference of 0.8 MOS in the subjective score. Figure 4 shows the objective and subjective MOS scores for the same conditions as in the subjective test in Figure 1 . The EVS channel aware mode's high quality at higher FER (>5 %) ratios is apparent. One slight difference is that POLQA actually evaluates the quality degradation between clean channel and 5 % FER channel larger than it actually is in the subjective test. Heavily bursty FER profiles were generated from 0 % to 30 % with statistics shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 illustrates how the performance changes with different EVS-CA mode parameters in bursty FER scenarios. The assumption was that with increasing FEC offset the performance should be better in high FER scenarios. It was also expected that the high FER indicator would be better than the low in high FER. The results show that with higher FER, increasing the FEC offset helps the voice quality. The downside of increasing FEC offset is increasing delay in decoding. The FER indicator setting had little effect on the results.
Condition

POLQA in bursty FER
Conclusion
The EVS Channel Aware mode provides a nice boost in quality with high FER ratios. Currently the EVS-CA mode supports only 13.2 kbit/s bitrate with either wideband or superwideband bandwidth (narrowband or fullband are not supported). It also requires that the packet transmission network together with jitter buffer on the decoder side is used. This means that the CA mode benefits cannot always be realized, but still 13.2 kbit/s SWB will likely be the most used mode in 3GPP VoLTE networks. Comparison to older generation 3GPP codecs or Opus at the same bitrate shows that there are significant improvements in both subjective and objective voice quality at all FER rates.
Finally Figure 3 shows subjective listening test results for all conditions in bar format with confidence intervals, allowing for a more detailed comparison of codecs and FER conditions. An especially interesting fact is that reasonable communications quality (MOS>3 similar to e.g. AMR 12.2 kbit/s in 10% FER) is achieved with EVS-CA mode with 30% FER allowing communications even when almost one third of the frames are lost or delayed in the network.
The objective tests showed that with bursty FER, increasing the FEC offset helps the voice quality. The tests also revealed that the FER indicator setting low / high has very little effect on voice quality. The objective and subjective results correlate quite nicely as can be seen in figure 4 , although POLQA had some trouble consistently predicting the quality of speech between different bandwidths. However, objective scores depend heavily on the used speech samples so the result may have been different with a different sample set.
